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Like all other IT features, information security has become much more specialized. This is the result
of an enhanced knowledge of the variety of dangers, a higher level of customer objectives and the
growing range of engineering alternatives available to deal with particular issues. As a result, the
possible strategy and risk-related solutions also need to change. Organizations need to consider the
risk and impact of various dangers and the kinds of "protection" required . VeriSign Code Signing
certificate can help you to protect your brand and your reputation with a trusted digital signature.
This Article explains how VeriSign Code Signing Certificate is effective for reduce the cost of
maintaining code.

What is VeriSign Code Signing?

VeriSign Code Signing, now from Symantec, provides the highest levels of protection and
confirmation for down-loadable rule and programs. With VeriSign Value Deciding upon
Accreditation, you can electronically â€œshrink wrapâ€• your application to ensure your customers that the
application is secured. Value signing allows technical submission with program companies and
application traditional, making rule signing records an extremely critical element of the database
integration process.

VeriSign Code signing certificates are the most well known in the marketplace. Greater certificate
interface means you can reach more customers and code signing certificates are the most
ubiquitous in the market. Having wide identification makes sure that finalized files do not lead to
security cautions or error messages that may prevent users from the installation of and the
installation of your software.

VeriSign Code Signing Certificates support every major platform including 64-bit kernel mode
signing. Whether you want to secure cloud-based software or the latest mobile phone application,
Code Signing Certificates give you the most identification and mobility in order to meet your
business needs.

Top 5 Reason for why VeriSign Code signing is so important:

1.	Display to Clients that You Provide Reliable Content

Code signing creates a digital "shrink wrap" that displays to customers the trust factor of the
company accountable for the value and verifies that it has not been altered.  In conventional
application sales, a client can confirm the source of the program and its reliability by analyzing the
bundle. With Rule Deciding, a creator or application manager uses a personal key to add an
electronic unique to value or articles. Software systems and programs use a community key to
decrypt the unique details to obtain and evaluate the hash used to protect the program against the
hash on the downloadable program. Finalized value from the best resource may be recognized
instantly or may need the end customer to choose whether or not to have confidence in the value.
The customer may choose to have confidence in the value once or always.

2.	Reduce Error Messages and Security Warnings

VeriSign Code Signing increases the adoption and distribution of downloadable software by
reducing security warnings and meeting vendor requirements. When end users encounter unsigned
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or self-signed code, they are alerted, and the application fails to download or a warning screen
requires their input. If those end users encounter code with a VeriSign digital signature, most
systems trust VeriSign and trust the publisher. The user may never see a warning or receive a
warning that recommends trusting the application.

3.	Powerful Security that Is Versatile and Simple to Use

VeriSign Code Signing validates both the strength of software and the identity of the creator. Using
public key infrastructure (PKI) and digital signature technology, VeriSign Code Signing verifies the
identity of the publisher and confirms that your code has not been tampered with or corrupted.

Also support time stamping which allows users to verify that the certificate was valid at the time of
signature. Time stamping provides time relevance and ensures the signature does not expire.

4.	Up to $125,000 Extended Warranty

The Netsure Protection Plan provides limited warranty protection up to $125,000 against
unauthorized use, disclosure, compromise, unauthorized revocation, loss of use, and erroneous
issuance.

5.	VeriSign Code Signing Certificates support the broadest range of platforms in the industry,
including:

Microsoft Windows

Microsoft Windows Phone and Windows Mobile

Microsoft Office and Visual Basic for Application (VBA)

Microsoft Azureâ„¢

Java

Adobe AIR and Adobe Shockwave

Qualcomm BREW

Bottom line, by assisting you distribute software more effectively, VeriSign Code Signing Certificates
can help you increase downloads and maximize revenue.
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The SSL Store is one of the foremost providers of a VeriSign Code Signing Certificate globally. The
SSL Store is the fastest growing Platinum partner (top-tier) of Symantec and carries all major SSL
brands. Online at a www.thesslstore.com, the company provides comprehensive ecommerce/web
store security solutions and general Internet Security expertise. The company features RapidSSL,
GeoTrust, VeriSign, and Thawte SSL Certificate brands.


The SSL Store â€“Your Trusted SSL Partner
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